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As a passive design strategy, solar envelopes play a significant role in determining building mass based on
desirable sun access during a predefined period. Nowadays, advancements in the area of computational tools
permit designers to develop new methods for establishing solar envelopes. However, current approaches lack an
understanding of the existing environment’s site characteristics, especially when dealing with geometrical in
formation about the surrounding context. Consequently, this aspect affects the contextual analysis process during
the generation of solar envelopes because of insufficient information for the relevant input of simulation
modelling. With the support of geometric and radiometric properties stored in point cloud data, such as position
(XYZ), colour (RGB), and reflection intensity (I), this study has proposed novel subtractive solar envelopes that
specifically consider the surface properties of the existing environment. Through a subtractive mechanism, the
proposed method caters to several computational frameworks such as dataset pre-processing that aims to correct
erroneous measurement during scanning. In alignment with that, the proposed building’s visible sun vectors,
optimal normal values, and 3D polyhedra are generated for the hit-or-miss analysis of subtractive solar enve
lopes. Furthermore, environmental assessments consisting of insolation and glare analysis are performed on the
solar envelopes’ final geometry. These performance assessments aim to investigate the potential and impact of
the generated solar envelopes as it pertains to the existing buildings. Ultimately, this study supports architects
not only in producing a new generation of subtractive solar envelopes based on real contextual settings but also
in comprehensively understanding the microclimate condition of design context.

1. Introduction
Interrelations between new buildings and existing context play a
significant role in achieving appropriate solar access in the built envi
ronment [1]. It is necessary to understand these relations during the
early design phase in order to maximise proper daylight within the
design process and address microclimatic conditions for a sustainable
approach. The significance of this approach has been mentioned
explicitly in The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, specifically in Article 4, which addresses the improvement of
environmental quality as a response to climate change [2]. In the built
environment, it is crucial to avert any potential unforeseeable failures
once a new building has been built. These failures may very well consist
of unexpected microclimatic impacts created by a building and imposed
on the local context (and vice versa). For example, the building at 20

Fenchurch Street in London, EC3M 8AQ, United Kingdom (2014) has
reflected an extreme amount of sun glare into its surroundings because
of its glazed, curved south façade. Multiple reports of severe effects have
confirmed this issue; such reports include incidents such as a melted car,
a heatwave around the building that exceeded 70� Celsius, and the high
cost of finally fixing the design flaw of the façade [3]. On the other hand,
a new UCL student housing building, which is located at 465 Caledonian
Road, North London, N7 9GU, United Kingdom, perfectly exemplifies a
poor relationship between a new building and the existing context. As a
result of the student housing building’s poor suitability to its environ
ment, over 175 rooms receive an insufficient amount of direct sun access
because the building’s windows are obstructed by a historic 19th cen
tury façade. These cases clearly show a lack of design integration be
tween new buildings and existing contexts. Given that architects have a
responsibility to ensure a reciprocal relationship, it is necessary to start
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at an appropriate point during the preliminary design process, especially
when dealing with solar access performance.
The concept of solar envelopes presents a contextual design approach
that has great relevance for addressing the aforementioned issues. De
signers can use solar envelopes to define solar access between a pro
posed building and its surrounding context. Initially introduced by
Knowles [4,5], this concept consists of an imaginary mass that allows
adjacent buildings the required amount of direct sun access. Since then,
several variations of solar envelopes have been proposed [6,7]. How
ever, the existing method has several gaps in contextual analysis: for
example, cut-off times that merely focus on a fixed period, resulting in
surrounding facades hardly receiving the same quality of direct sun
access due to different site orientations and obstructions. In addition,
solar envelopes’ geometric properties rely heavily on the Z-axis of
neighbouring facades’ shadow fences, resulting in the limiting of the
design configuration of solar envelopes during the simulation process.
Subtractive solar envelopes were developed in response to these issues
[8]; these are constructed on the basis of specific quantities of direct
sunlight hours as obtained from the surrounding windows of existing
building’s facades. The subtractive approach also allows for the gener
ation of a larger volumetric size of solar envelopes, which is useful for
high-rise buildings in fragmented urban environments [9].
Nevertheless, the integration of subtractive mechanisms into design
practices needs to comply with several critical aspects such as sun visi
bility and ray tracing analysis. First, the selection of visible sun data aims
to identify the number of sunlight hours that are being blocked (or not)
by adjacent buildings. The issue that matters most is that the resulting
areas that are identified as having blocked sun are only dependent on the
building-oriented context. Consequently, these areas are assumed to be
located on a clear plot, which is due to an absence of characteristics and
relevant site properties (e.g. vegetation) [10,11]. Second, the use of
centroid points on surrounding windows during ray tracing analysis
primarily counts on a sample of surrounding windows, which is limited
to representing the area of neighbouring facades. Indeed, these issues
may affect environmental performance calculations during solar enve
lope simulation, especially in relation to solar radiation analysis be
tween planned and existing buildings.
In order to compensate for missing features within the current
workflow of subtractive solar envelopes, this study has employed the
technological advancement of 3D laser scanning that includes point
cloud data. Its potential application may support several contributions,
which are as follows:

the ray tracing of the surrounding buildings to the final geometry of
solar envelopes.
This study has primarily focused on the development of the
computational workflow of subtractive solar envelopes based on attri
bute information from point cloud data. Two aspects of the workflow
have been presented in previous papers. First, a previous paper pre
sented the basic mechanism of subtractive solar envelopes [9]. This
work focused on generating and subtracting a proposed buildings’ 3D
matrix based on a sunlight hours analysis that came from surrounding
buildings’ windows. This idea has stimulated the further exploration of
methods for establishing computational solar envelopes based on point
cloud data. Second, another previous paper has presented on the
correction of the preliminary dataset and the calculation of material
properties based on attribute information stored in a point cloud [12].
The dataset correction contributes to the extraction of the dataset’s
optimal normal values while material properties become an input
parameter for performing glare analysis on the final geometry of solar
envelopes. This paper will present a comprehensive approach for
establishing new solar envelopes by making use of geometric and
radiometric information contained in point cloud data with an inte
grated environmental performance analysis based on glare and solar
radiation.
The present study has a six-part structure. Section 1 will give a
general overview of the study. Section 2 will present the theoretical
background, which consists of the basic principle of solar envelopes, the
potential application of point clouds, and an existing method for
creating subtractive solar envelopes. Section 3 will describe the
computational workflow of new subtractive solar envelopes. This will be
followed by the description of a case study’s implementation in Section
4; this description will range from dataset collection to the details of the
simulation process. Section 5 will present the simulation results and an
environmental analysis that investigated the performance of glare and
solar radiation. Finally, Section 6 will offer concluding remarks and
suggestions for future research.
2. Theoretical background
This study has proposed a new generation of solar envelopes by
making use of the subtractive mechanism with specific consideration to
the existing environment’s surface properties. In order to elucidate this,
three major subjects will be comprehensively discussed: the basic
concept behind state-of-the-art solar envelope methods, the potential
implementation of point cloud data with geometric and radiometric
properties, and the design procedures of the existing subtractive
mechanism.

� The geometric information offered by point clouds may fill the gaps
in sun visibility analysis since it can significantly cover buildings and
their surrounding objects. This section specifically provides infor
mation about the surfaces that are the most and the least exposed to
the sun, and the existing facades. Accordingly, the resulting areas
with blocked sun (indicated as the surfaces that are the least exposed
to the sun) can be eliminated because those areas are shaded by the
surroundings (e.g. buildings and vegetation).
� Ray tracing simulation can be performed on each point that is found
in the point cloud dataset, which can be used as an alternative to a
limited sample of the surrounding windows. This allows for the
identification of any obstructed areas within the 3D polyhedra (a
proposed building). Voxels that consist of 0 obstructions can be
transformed into solar envelopes while voxels with values above
0 need to be disregarded due to an obstruction of surrounding
buildings’ direct sun access.
� Radiometric point cloud information (RGB colour and reflection in
tensity) can be utilised to detect material behaviours in existing en
vironments. This is specifically done by investigating both optical
(reflectivity and translucency) and thermal properties (albedo and
emissivity) calculated from a point cloud of the contextual dataset.
Thus, material performance analysis between a planned and an
existing building can be performed. This is achieved by projecting

2.1. Basic principle of solar envelopes
In the distant past, there was some form of awareness of the per
formance of solar access as part of urban fabrics development. This
approach can be recognised as part of the ancient world’s concept, and it
was represented within several cultures such as the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon, which were constructed during the Babylonian period (605562 BCE) [13,14], the El-Lahun village of Egypt (1857-1700 BCE) with
its checkerboard urban layout that rigidly implemented narrow
north-south streets [15]; and finally, the classical Greek cities of the 4th
century BC, which developed solar-oriented homes [16]. Examples such
as these not only laid the foundation for the principle of solar access but
also contributed to the generation of the solar envelopes that were
introduced by Knowles [4]. In a further development, Knowles [5]
translated the concept of solar envelopes with considerations of
space-time constraints before putting any design parameters in place.
According to this principle, solar envelope’s parameters can be cat
egorised as both geographic and climatic [6]. Geographic parameters
refer to aspects that relate to the spatial relationship between a land
2
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parcel and its surrounding context. These can be physically defined by
terms such as longitude, latitude, orientation, courtyard, surrounding
facades, sidewalks, building height, floor area ratio (FAR), setback,
shadow fences, and streets. In comparison, climatic parameters consti
tute of non-physical characteristics that are related to the time con
struction of geometric models; these can be identified by terms such as
solar angle, cut-off times, dry bulb temperature, sun path, solar azimuth,
solar altitude, and sun access hours. In principle, geographic and cli
matic parameters correspond inversely to the solar envelopes’ volu
metric size; that is, the greater the time interval in solar envelope
construction, the less solar envelope space is produced.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, daily and annual time settings demonstrate
different solar envelope geometries. In a full day setting (Fig. 1-A), the
morning sun governs the envelope boundary at the western limits while
the afternoon sun establishes the envelope shape at the eastern limit.
This setting yields a relatively symmetrical shape that is divided be
tween east and west. This is because of the similarity of their solar
altitude angles between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. On the other hand, the
generated envelope for the annual time limit shows moderated steepness
toward the north-facing surfaces. This is because the sun’s altitude angle
is larger in summer when striking the north-facing surfaces.
Furthermore, advancements in the area of computational tools
inevitably affect both the workflow of and the method for constructing
solar envelopes. Methods of establishing solar envelopes can be subdivided into four categories that are based on both design parameters
and computational platforms [6], and are as follows:

related to the building façade being analysed during a specific time
of the day. As such, the reference lines also include the horizontal
property line in the north and the vertical axis of the building within
Cartesian space [30–42].
� Constructive solid geometry—this method primarily consists of site
extrusion on the basis of solar vector settings. This setting contains
rules that will help generate the initial shapes that were extruded
from the plot while also taking into account the solar access con
straints of the building and its surroundings. Furthermore, the
intersection result of these initial shapes generates the final geometry
of solar envelopes [7,9,43–48].
� Digital elevation modelling (DEM) —on the basis of image process
ing techniques, this method quantifies a solar exposure map in order
to generate solar volumes [49,50]. This approach simultaneously
introduces the concepts of iso-solar rights and iso-solar collections,
both of which can be used to implement energy-oriented shapes on
urban surfaces.
These approaches have successfully showcased a progressive trend of
implementing solar envelopes as primary components within the
architectural design process. During the generation of solar envelopes,
these approaches can be categorised into two parts according to the
contextual settings. In this case, ‘contextual setting’ refers to several
parameters such as land parcel and surrounding site properties (e.g.
vegetation, surrounding buildings, and open space) that might be rele
vant for generating solar envelopes. Some references properly consider
parameters within the local context so that the interdependent rela
tionship between the planned building and surrounding environments
can be negotiated [9,17–24,30,33–35,38,48–50]. Meanwhile, others
only consider the given plot so that the implementation of solar enve
lopes primarily focuses on new development areas [7,25–28,31,32,36,
37,39–41,43,43–47]. However, the contextual setting of each method
needs to be taken into account in terms of design concept and the
complexity of the projects due to design parameter variation. Interest
ingly, the concept of concept has also been used in the recent projects of
the Dutch architectural and urban design firm MVRDV: for example, the
P15 Ravel Plot, which is located in the Zuidas district, 1082 LC,
Amsterdam [51]. This project addresses the idea of solar-oriented design
with the integration of a three-dimensional landscape of terraces and
greenery. By studying the optimal line of sight and environmental per
formance, proposed buildings can have open southern exposures with
plentiful sunlight.
Furthermore, the rapid development of 3D laser scanning technology
has spanned multiple disciplines, especially in the domain of design and
engineering. Point cloud data has also become more accessible than ever
before, especially forcollecting and processing complex information
within an existing contextual environment. While this technology
continually improves, a feature of reality-based datasets may provide
useful support for the proposed subtractive method of solar envelopes.

� Descriptive geometry—this method involves an intersection between
the geometric lines of solar altitudes and the boundaries of the plot
according to a predefined period (cut-off-times). The cross-section
between these two lines generates a final envelope that fulfils the
determined criteria of solar access [17–28].
� Solar obstruction angle—the obstruction mechanism is derived from
reference lines within a set of profile angles [29]. It transforms the
angle of solar altitude to the solar azimuth that is perpendicularly

2.2. Point cloud data
As a product of laser scanning technology, a point cloud consists of a
three-dimensional location with supplementary metadata that corre
sponds to each measurement record [52]. Similarly, Otepka et al. [53]
described each point (Pi) by defining the three coordinates (xᵢ, yᵢ, zᵢ)ᵀ є
R3 and complementing these with auxiliary attributes (aj,ᵢ) where j ¼ 1,
… mᵢ and i ¼ the number of point attributes. If Pi is a vector (xᵢ, yᵢ, zᵢ, α₁ᵢ,
…,αm,ᵢ)ᵀ, then the first three components constitute a fixed meaning, like
point coordinates, and the other components correspond to a different
value for different point entities in the cloud. Another definition was
offered by Weinmann [54] who illustrated the entity of a point within
Euclidean space (Rᴰ) where D ¼ 2 represents two-dimensional proper
ties such as an image location or a 2D key point while D ¼ 3 indicates a
three-dimensional element such as a 3D scanned object. As such, the
value of a point can principally be assumed to have no real dimension,

Fig. 1. A design mechanism for establishing solar envelopes, generated from A.
Daily time limits and B. Annual time limits. These diagrams are elaborated from
a book of Sun, Rhythm, and Form, authored by Knowles [5]. It specifically
demonstrates the time setting before 9 a.m., and after 3 p.m. at 34� north (Los
Angeles, USA).
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such as length, area, or volume because its dimension equates to a
container of points.
According to the above definitions, the data structure characteristics
that result in a point cloud can be described further using permanent
information. This can be done through the implementation of spatial
XYZ coordinates [55] that are followed with supplementary attributes
such as colour information (RGB) [56] and reflection intensity (I) ([57,
58]). To identify a specific function for each attribute, its metadata
structure needs to be categorised into geometric and radiometric prop
erties [59,60] in the following ways:

colour and intensity information. This is done so that complex indicated
areas can be extracted.
Due to the usefulness of attribute information datasets in point
clouds, architects are able to generate environmental performance an
alyses for proposed architectural designs.
2.3. Subtractive solar envelopes
As a part of the solar form-finding concept that De Luca [9] proposed,
subtractive solar envelopes consist of a volumetric three-dimensional
matrix, namely 3D polyhedra; this is subtracted based on building fa
cades’ required sunlight from surrounding windows (Fig. 2). 3D poly
hedra are extruded from a selected land parcel based on a proposed
building’s criteria, which can encompass width, height, functional
utilities, and even the number of floors. In principle, this mechanism has
been proven as an effective strategy for dealing with daylight optimi
sation, direct sunlight, and solar radiation since it capitalises on voxel
performance’s space tessellation and form generation [87]. In alignment
with this approach, Leide and Schlüter [88] developed an analytical and
visual methodology through volumetric insolation analysis (VIA) and
volumetric visibility analysis (VVA). Their method aimed to embrace the
diversities that exist in the urban context combined with various per
formances such as radiation analysis, airflow, and visibility. Such ap
proaches are also addressed in several references [89–93]. However,
these references merely addressthe generative architectural form while
neglecting the concept of solar envelopes.
The subtractive simulation process primarily consists of three main
stages. First, there is window selection per surrounding facades. At this
stage, existing facades are selected and subdividedinto window config
urations according to predefined criteria, such as dimension and surface
grid, which correspond to a particular amount of direct sun access. The
selected windows are then represented by centroid points for estab
lishing the sun vectors that are generated from the sunlight hours
analysis. Second, there are evaluations of the sun vectors that come from
the selected windows, affecting the surrounding facades, and the 3D
plot, which uses a hit-or-miss procedure. This step involves Boolean
intersection with a true or false statement. The statement will be true
when sun vectors pass through the polyhedra and false when sun vectors
do not hit the polyhedra. This procedure indicates that a true statement
will subtract the voxels within the 3D polyhedra while a false statement
will contribute to the generation of solar envelopes. Third, there is the
obstruction index of the remaining polyhedra. The process of ray tracing
sun vectors to polyhedra principally generates an obstruction range that
is represented by colour-coded voxels. It indicates surrounding build
ings’ direct sun access obstruction level.
The study will now present a new method for generating solar en
velopes by making use of the subtractive mechanism and point cloud
attributes.

� Geometric properties—this characteristic not only facilitates the
configuration of the geometrical [61] and visual features of 2D and
3D models [55] but also allows simulation performance to be
executed reliably [62]. An interesting example of this can be
observed during the development of 3D reconstruction models
within the fields of archaeology and heritage [63,64]. In cases such
as these, existing buildings have successfully been recreated within
3D models with colour details and representative material charac
teristics. However, this approach is limited to archaeological pro
jects’ contextual scale, which predominantly works with smaller
objects, especially when compared to architectural scales. In addi
tion, the modelling procedure from point cloud data to a mesh model
inevitably poses a high cost in terms of computational issues. This is a
critical matter, especially when dealing with the simulation analysis
of complex projects in architectural design practice. For example, a
previous study implemented an approach that simulated a descrip
tive solar envelope method [6]. This method was based on a 3D mesh
model created with airborne laser scanning (ALS) datasets. Although
this approach has successfully captured more detailed information
regarding the site properties of an existing context, it has, unfortu
nately, presented a major concern for contextual modelling due to
the solid modelling process [65,66].
� Radiometric properties—this characteristic refers to the attribute
information that is attached to each point within a dataset (e.g. RGB
colour and reflection intensity). In addition to typical attributes, this
type of point cloud also contains high order attributes or the so-called
point feature. In this regard, some authors have defined these fea
tures into several categories. For example, Richter [67] developed six
identification categories: colour, vegetation, terrain, surface normal,
horizontality, and global/local height. In addition to these, Mallet
[68] described 27 types of features that are separated into three
groups: geometrical features [69], echo-based features, and
full-waveform features [70–72]. Unfortunately, these features are
only partially applicable to architectural design practices. This is
because the amount of effort that needs to be invested in dataset
processing makes the process unfeasible. In most cases, its practical
application should deal with prior knowledge of technical dataset
processing because it only caters to very particular tasks.

3. A proposed method for new subtractive solar envelopes

Understanding the main characteristics of a point cloud allows for
the exploration of more relevant properties in architectural design. This
can be observed through several implementations such as building
construction [73–75], landscape modelling [76,77], cultural heritage
[78–80] and environmental engineering [81–83]. For example, colour
information (RGB) can specifically be used not only to identify the inner
surfaces of room volumes [84] but also to detect road signage by
calculating of hue (H) and saturation (S) values within a dataset [56]. On
the other hand, observed reflection intensity primarily deals with the
surface and material properties of scanned objects [85] since it contains
a return signal strength from laser pulse energy [86]. Thus, this method
can be used to identify and map challenging characteristics such as
damaged concrete inside tunnels, pavement lines, seafloor stripping,
reflective detections signs, and geologic layers [60]. Furthermore, po
sition information (XYZ) plays an essential role in synchronising the
coordinate locations of a dataset with various selected values made up of

Based on the subtractive method, this study has developed a new
generation method for solar envelopes that considers the potential use of
point cloud attributes. A series of computational frameworks were
formulated to reach this goal (Fig. 3). In general, the proposed method
consists of three phases: input, tasks, and output. First, input constitutes
several parameters that construct solar envelopes’ geometric shapes and
affect performance. It is then divided into climatic and geographic
properties. Climatic properties contain a specific location in addition to
the indicated periods that are used to calculate solar vectors. Mean
while, geographic properties include surrounding context parameters
that have been obtained from both TLS datasets and the 3D plot of a
proposed building (polyhedra generation). These are in addition to the
predefined criteria of building height and number of floors. Second,
tasks cater to a set of operations that are performed by calculating and
analysing a varied range of inputs from a raw dataset. These operations
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Fig. 2. The design mechanism of existing subtractive solar envelopes. These diagrams are elaborated from the paper of solar form finding, authored by De Luca [9].

involve several off-the-shelf frameworks that have been adapted from
existing studies and include factors such as dataset correction, calcula
tion of material properties [12], and the computational procedures of a
hit-or-miss analysis for 3D polyhedra [9]. Third, output consists of the
geometric shapes of solar envelopes with an integrated performative
analysis based on insolation (solar irradiance) and glare analysis. These
analyses aim to evaluate and integrate the environmental performance
aspect into the final geometry of solar envelopes. Accordingly, a
comprehensive contextual analysis can be performed as decision support
for architects during the early design phases. In this case, a simulation of
solar radiation would be run to reveal solar energy potential on solar
envelopes’ geometrical surfaces. This would help architects estimate
and identify a new building’s solar collector. A glare analysis could be
conducted between existing buildings and proposed solar envelopes
based on material properties with the goal of avoiding uncomfortable
glare as a result of reflective materials on building façades [94].
The proposed workflow employs several supporting tools that cater
to the specific tasks in each step. For example, Faro Scene and Cloud
Compare (CC) [95] are digital instruments that are used to prepare the
raw dataset, which is necessary to create simulation input. Specifically,
Faro Scene facilitates scanner-workstation data transfer. This also in
cludes the registration process, colour coding, and clipping box pro
cedures. In comparison, CC is primarily used for dataset preparation. It
involves outlier (unnecessary points within a cloud) removal, attribute
order selection, point subsampling, dataset formatting, and the scalar
field feature, which enables the identification and calculation of point
cloud metadata information (e.g. the surface normal of unstructured
point clouds and the reflection intensity). Matlab is used to support
dataset correction, especially when calculating point clouds’ optimal
normal values. As a 3D modelling tool, Rhino coupled with Grasshopper
is used to simulate solar envelopes. Ladybug (an environmental Grass
hopper plugin) [96] is specifically used to calculate direct sunlight hours
and perform ray tracing analyses. In general, the proposed workflow
uses various dataset formats depending on the tasks and steps that need
to be performed. For example, the E57 file is exploited to transfer the 3D
point cloud from Faro Scene and CC so that the selected datasets can be
interoperable in 3D modelling tools. In alignment with that, the ASCII
file is also used to load the 3D point cloud with embedded attribute
information. Breps (boundary representation) and TXT files are pri
marily employed in Rhino and Grashopper to extract or input geometric
properties and textual information, respectively.
The proposed workflow was tested by using a hypothetical case
study. Each specific task was performed in correspondence with real
datasets that were collected using a Faro laser scanner. Section 4 will
provide procedural details of the computational workflow.

4. The implementation of the case study
4.1. Dataset collection
The method that this study has proposed was applied to a building
context using on-site scanning datasets. At this particular site, the
dataset collection needed to comply with several predetermined criteria.
First, the acquired 3D point cloud originated from terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS) datasets. This method aimed to supply accurate geo
metric properties [97,98] in combination with an attractive, represen
tative 3D model. This can be observed through the inclusion of both the
texture and material visualisation of real building contexts which en
ables view point switching between an intensity format and RGB colour
so that attribute value changes can be quickly and easily detected during
the dataset preparation in a point cloud environment. In comparison
between ALS and TLS datasets, it is crucial to note that TLS can cover a
wide range of surrounding elements from isolated areas. These contex
tual elements include vegetation, temporal site objects, and other
properties that are potentially relevant for solar envelope simulation.
Second, attribute information should at least include the properties of
position information (XYZ), colour information (RGB), and reflection
intensity (I). These attributes play a great role in dataset correction and
calculating material properties for the environmental analysis of solar
envelopes. This study specifically collected a sample of 3D point cloud
data located in the Faculty of Architecture, TU Delft, Delft 2628 BL, the
Netherlands. Geometrically, the selected dataset consisted of building
facades, ground areas (pavements), vegetation, and surrounding build
ings and objects. This dataset was harvested using a Faro Laser Scanner
Focus S350. As a long-range scanning application, this tool not only
supports extended distances and precise angular accuracy but also fa
cilitates on-site data quality optimisation. The tool’s main technical
specifications are as follows (see Table 1):
The harvested dataset consisted of five single scans in order to cap
ture the facades of the architecture faculty building and its surroundings
(Fig. 4). Each scan was taken within less than 6 min. The approximate
scan size was 10240 � 4267 Pt with a point distance around 6.1 mm/10
m. This setting yielded a point density of around 22 million points for
each scan.
4.2. The computational design process
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the proposed method is divided into four
sequential design process, each of which consists of different tasks
depending on the type and level of information received from the input
section. An in-depth discussion of each step is given below.
5
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Fig. 3. The computational workflow used in the proposed method of generating new subtractive solar envelopes.
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measurements within dataset attributes that have been generated due to
noise interference in sensors, equipment sensitivity, laser wavelengths,
and by targeting the surface geometry [103]. In this specific case,
dataset correction involves the calculation of optimal normal values (Nx,
Ny, Nz) and intensity correction (Ic). These normal values are calculated
to find the average distribution of points that constitute a good projec
tion as created by the laser beam during scanning. This is because the
scattering condition of points corresponds differently at certain angles.
This requires that the surface normal of datasets be identified first.
Accomplishing this means applying the Hough Normal plugin [104] to
each scan because of the unstructured cloud of points. In alignment with
the previously stated requirements, the distribution of points is plotted
by simulating different cosine values that have been extracted from
various angles of incidence, which range from 10� to 90� (Fig. 6-A). This
step is performed using the following equation [103] and taking into
account the original location of the laser scanner at (0,0,0):
�
�
dn:  dl
i ¼  cos 1
(1)
jdnjjdlj

Table 1
Technical specifications of the tools [99].
No

Parameters

1.

Ranging unit
Range
Ranging noise
Range error
Angular accuracy
3D position accuracy
Colour unit
Resolution
High dynamic range (HDR)
Laser
Laser class
Wavelength
Beam divergence
Beam diameter at exit
Extended operating temperature
Humidity

2.
3.

4.
5.

Performance specification unit
0.6–350 m
@ 10 m–0.3 mm (90% reflectivity)
�1 mm
19 arcsec for vertical/horizontal angles
@ 10 m–2 mm
165 megapixels
Exposure bracketing 2x, 3x, 5x
Laser class 1
1550 nm
0.3 mrad(1/e)
2.12 mm (1/e)
20� - 55 � C
Non-condensing

4.2.1. Step 01
This step contains several parts that can be simultaneously per
formed. This is due in part to different preliminary inputs. First, the
calculation of sun vectors requires a specific coordinate location and a
selected period. In this case, the position of Delft is located at latitude
52.0116� N and longitude 4.3571� E. The time setting takes a sample of
the required period on the 21st of each month, ranges from January to
July, and starts between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. This setting yields a total of 16
sun vectors that comprise the selection of the visible sun. Second, the
pre-processing step caters to the two aspects of dataset preparation and
scan correction for each scan. Essentially, this step enables architects to
not only filter important information from the raw dataset but also
identify parameters that considerably influence the values of metadata
properties during scanning. These parameters can originate from envi
ronmental and meteorological factors, atmospheric pollution [100,101],
and scanning geometries [102]. To minimise the effects of these con
ditions, tasks are performed to prepare the selected dataset. For
example, removing outliers removal and clipping boxes both determine
and clean dataset boundaries (Fig. 5). These outliers usually arise when
scanning objects using a 3D laser scanner. This is due to the varying
point densities and measurement errors that are experienced during
scanning. In addition, sub-sampling procedures are applied to each scan
in order to manage dataset point density by setting the distance between
points to 5 cm. On average, this step produces 200.000 total points for
each data scan.
After the selected dataset is prepared, the correction procedure is
applied to each data scan. This specifically aims to correct the erroneous

where i ¼ incidence angle.

dn ¼ direction of the surface normal.
dl ¼ direction of the laser pulse.
Afterwards, the distribution of point density is evaluated by calcu
lating a standard deviation of cosine values within the dataset (Fig. 6-B).
Thus, the discovered scattered points are removed and the densest is
truncated. As a result, each data scan shows a different number of
truncated points depending on the density level of datasets within the
plot of cosine values. These truncated datasets consist of optimal normal
values that can be used for intensity correction and the calculation of sun
visibility, which will be explained in the second step.
In principle, intensity correction is performed to calculate nearly
‘true’ values of intensity from the raw dataset (Fig. 7). According to
Kashani et al. [60], intensity information is influenced by several fig
ureparameters such as the behaviour of the target surface, acquisition
geometries, equipment and environmental factors. However, some local
constraints, such as climatic condition (moisture and temperature
pressures) and tools’ default settings during scanning, make the full
correction of these parameters impossible to perform. Accordingly, this
study performed intensity correction by only taking the relevant and
significant parameter, such as the angle of incidence (α) to the TLS
dataset. The following equation [60] was used for intensity correction:
Ic ¼ Iraw 

1
cos  α

where Ic ¼ corrected intensity.

Fig. 4. Dataset collection and the different views captured in relation to the scanning position.
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Fig. 5. Dataset preparation A. Outlier removal B. Clipping box.

Iraw ¼ original intensity.
α ¼ angle of incidence.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, the dataset transformation that resulted from
intensity correction employed four colour steps. The colours ranged
from blue, which represents the lowest intensity value, to yellow, which
represents the highest intensity value and refers to the most reflective
surface. Dark and light green are intensity colours that straddle the
threshold. The following results describe the distribution of the intensity
datasets:

sun vectors that are not violated by existing buildings and surrounding
properties. This requires that the sun vectors from the indicated period
be multiplied by optimal normal values that have originated from
truncated points in each data scan. In order to identify points that meet
sun visibility criteria, the calculated vectors are filtered by considering
only those values that are smaller than 90� . This is because sun vectors
with angle values that are equal to and larger than 90� are not visible to
the scanned point. Ultimately, the procedure results in a group of points
within each data scan that meet the criteria of the visible sun vectors.

� In general, a major discrepancy between initial and corrected in
tensity can be observed primarily in roof areas and in some minor
parts in building walls (see part of the scalar field intensity). The
predominant intensity colour changes from dark green (in the col
umn of raw intensity) to yellow (in the column of corrected in
tensity). This transformation is principally affected by spectral
reflectance and oblique surfaces. In this case, the material on the
building’s roof consists of smoother surfaces (copper roof) than the
material on the building’s wall (old brick). Spectral reflectance on a
smooth surface returns the same incident energy to the scanner due
to the mechanism of specular reflection [105]. The same rule also
applies to the oblique position of the building’s roof in relation to the
scanner’s location. The backscattering intensity of a laser beam is
greater on oblique surfaces than on direct surfaces [60].
� According to the intensity distribution values (from the raw intensity
to the corrected one), all scans show a similar statistic regarding the
increasing values of yellow (high reflective surfaces) while other
colour intensities are distributed dynamically depending on the data
scan. For example, dark green and blue show a similar pattern
regarding the increasing (Scan_001 and Scan_004) and decreasing
values (Scan_002, Scan_003, and Scan_005). Meanwhile, light green
has more scans with decreasing values (Scan_001, Scan_003, and
Scan_004) than increasing values (Scan_002 and Scan_005). Identi
fying colour intensity on these scans enables us to not only create a
clear boundary between a different range of values but also more
deeply understand the characteristics of surface material properties
in the existing building.

4.2.3. Step 03
This step calls for the performance of a hit-or-miss analysis that re
quires input from selected points in the second step and the 3D poly
hedra in the first step (Fig. 9). In this case, 16 sun vectors continuously
evaluate the 3D polyhedra over 1008 h. This procedure is subsequently
run on each data scan, resulting in a different number of ray in
tersections. With a Boolean operation, each polyhedron is automatically
transformed into a voxel and assigned the true or false criteria. Voxels
with ’false’ values are indicated as obstruction indexes that need to be
eliminated. These obstruction indexes can be viewed as green dots
attached to the polyhedra (see Fig. 9, specifically part of the obstructive
points). Meanwhile, ’true’ values are used to generate solar envelopes.
This is predominantly illustrated in yellow boxes (see part of selected
voxels for solar envelopes) with a different number of voxels for each
data scan.
Based on Fig. 9, some analysis elements can be further discussed as
follows:
� Scan_004 illustrates the highest number of voxels that ultimately
meet the criteria of solar envelopes while Scan_001 and Scan_003
show the least. This trend demonstrates that the densest points are
involved in ray tracing analysis, and the smallest number of voxels
are produced. This can be observed on the intersection lines of
Scan_001 and Scan_003; they nearly cover the polyhedra, especially
when compared to the other scans. These intersection lines are
principally affected by the density of existing site properties and the
number of truncated datasets that generated correction. On the other
hand, it can be argued that increasing site properties (e.g. tress,
adjacent buildings, and other elements) during simulation can
significantly reduce the total voxels for solar envelopes. However, in
this case, dataset correction plays an important part in filtering
optimal normal values from the dataset, which means that not all
points are available for use. Moreover, the step of sun visibility
guarantees that only relevant points that meet the criteria of visible
sun vectors may proceed to ray tracing analysis.
� The generated voxels for solar envelopes consist of colour-coded
values. Sequentially, these go from yellow to green, indicating the
level of obstruction from low to high. As illustrated in Fig. 9, most of
the data scans show yellow and light green voxels, meaning that, for
the indicated period, only some are dark green in Scan_004. It fol
lows that the remaining voxels can be further synchronised with a
proposed building’s functional program.

Third, the polyhedra act as a proposed building’s 3D envelope
(Fig. 8). The envelope is built according to the new building’s relevant
criteria such as width and height, functional utilities, and number of
floors. Principally, each polyhedron represents a typical room in the real
building. In this scenario, it consists of 3 � 3 � 3 m with the total number
of polyhedra being equivalent to 180 rooms. The polyhedra are then
placed in the courtyard of the faculty building so that the spatial rela
tionship with the surrounding buildings can be examined. A proposed
building’s function should support academic environments, thus
including, for example, space for meeting rooms, a library, and staff
offices.
4.2.2. Step 02
In principle, the calculation of sun visibility aims to identify visible
8
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Fig. 6. The distribution of points on each data scan according to A. Angles of incidence and B. The standard deviation of different cos values.

� With regard to the geometrical configuration of generated voxels,
each data scan shows a different voxel composition depending on the
distance between the polyhedra and the surrounding facades. In this
case, obstructive points that were generated from ray tracing
affected most polyhedra facades that faced the scanner’s position.

envelopes and the existing buildings is also performed to identify voxels
that might be affected by certain material properties. Given that radio
metric information (RGB colour and corrected intensity) is collected
from the point cloud data, the material properties are calculated ac
cording to the thermal (albedo and emissivity) and optical parameters
(reflectivity and translucency). As Fig. 3 showed, the detailed procedure
for the calculation of material properties has been extensively addressed
in previous research [12]. Accordingly, the present study mainly focused
on integrating materials workflow into the computational framework of
solar envelopes.

4.2.4. Step 04
As a part of environmental performance simulation, this step calcu
late the material properties of existing buildings as extracted from the
point cloud data. A glare analysis between the final geometry of the solar
9
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Fig. 7. Intensity correction on each data scan.

Fig. 8. 3D polyhedra of a proposed building.

Furthermore, the calculation of material properties was performed
on the sample of data scans. In this case, Scan_003 was selected to
illustrate the result of material distributions because its scanner position
was located in the centre of the selected site. This was done so that
dataset coverage could be evenly captured on all sides of the building
(Fig. 10). Setting the threshold value of material properties in a range of
0.0–1.0 allows for the density of points in each material property to be
calculated. In addition, the resulting areas can be visually illustrated
within the dataset.
Fig. 10 shows that all material properties illustrate a similar trend
regarding the point density of the smallest and largest values. For
example, the smallest values with a point density of less than 1% can be

identified in several ranges within one material property, such as albedo
and reflectance, with three property ranges, and emissivity and trans
missivity with 4 and 2 property ranges, respectively. Within these
ranges, only the threshold values of 0.8–0.9 and 0.9–1.0 illustrate an
equivalent range in all material properties. In this case, the range of
0.9–1.0 shows that albedo and average reflectance have similar 0 values.
This is also in alignment with the trend exhibited by the largest value
point density. With a value of more than 20%, albedo, reflectance, and
emissivity constitute the same range at 0.5–0.6, consisting of 20.9%,
21.83%, and 36.36%, respectively. With regard to the surface distribu
tion of these properties, the range of 0.5–0.6 predominantly covers
ground areas around the scanner position with additional areas on the
10
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Fig. 9. Hit-or-miss analysis for each data scan.

building roof for the albedo and reflectance property, and the building
wall the emissivity. Meanwhile, for transmissivity, the largest value of
the property range is found within the ranges of 0.2–0.3 and 0.3–0.4.
Identified areas are primarily scattered around the building roof and the
ground. In general, this surface material catalogue enables architects to
identify particular areas within the dataset based on certain property
thresholds so that the surface characteristics of the existing context,
especially the ones that are related to the material performance of spe
cific areas, can be better understood.

The first part described the geometric configuration of solar envelopes as
a final output of the simulation result. This solar envelope was subse
quently followed by an environmental performance assessment that the
other two parts addressed. These parts aimed to investigate the potential
and impact of the geometric solar envelopes as it pertains to both the
building and its surroundings. This involved an insolation analysis on
the final solar envelopes and a glare simulation based on material
properties. A sequential in-depth discussion of these parts is presented
below.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. The final geometry of solar envelopes

The present work has articulated the research in three main parts.

Having created solar envelopes for each data scan, the resulting
11
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Fig. 10. The surface distribution of material properties in Scan_003.
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geometries can ultimately be combined into single envelopes within the
completed datasets of the surrounding context (Fig. 11). In total, it
consists of 217 voxels due to overlapping envelopes from all data scans.
However, after overlapping envelopes are removed, the number of final
envelopes is reduced to 133 voxels. Based on Fig. 11, some analytical
conclusions can be drawn as follows:

the main activities of the building that require fulltime sun access
during the determined period such as those buildings that contain
meeting rooms. Second, the voxels with a medium red colour consist
of two overlapping envelopes. These voxels can be fulfilled with any
functional programs that do not require a full day of sun access
criteria, such as staff or work rooms. Third, light red voxels might be
relevant to the building’s tertiary or supporting activities, such as
open space, corridors, and service areas.
� In general, voxel distributions in each colour range are not only
varied in terms of the quantity, but are also diverse in terms of
geometric configuration. In this case, the light red category consti
tutes the largest volume of envelopes with 66 voxels followed by the
medium and dark red categories with 52 and 15 voxels, respectively.
This indicates that the geometric characteristics of each data scan
may considerably affect the number of identified voxels within the
combined solar envelopes. Moreover, an interesting pattern can be
observed in the vertical geometry of stacked voxels that can be
assumed as equal to building floor levels. The light red voxels nearly
fulfil space on the first, second, and third floors while the voxel
distribution of the medium one mainly concentrates on the fifth and
sixth floors.

� The final geometry of solar envelopes principally acts as a geomet
rical core that fulfils the criteria of solar envelopes. Accordingly,
additional voxels that are generated beyond the volumetric size of
initial envelopes can still be a part of solar envelopes as long as the
indicated voxels fit the required number and plot of the 3D polyhedra
(the proposed design). Therefore, architects can simultaneously
consider the functional program and related activities that corre
spond to the intended voxels.
� In order to identify the distribution of overlapping voxels from all
data scans, the combined solar envelopes were plotted with colourcoded attributes. The final voxels were divided into three colour
ranges: dark, medium, and light red. First, voxels with a dark red
colour illustrate the highest level, consisting of at least more than
two overlapping envelopes. This indicates that those voxels have
successfully fulfilled the solar access criteria of several data scans.
Accordingly, the selected voxels can be prioritised in order to fulfil

Fig. 11. The final geometry of solar envelopes.
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5.2. Insolation analysis for solar envelopes

surfaces that have the most potential for collecting solar energy, which
are north-facing facades. This is because the location of existing build
ings creates a massive obstruction to direct sun access for the southfacing facades of solar envelopes. In addition, the site is characterised
by a low solar elevation angle due to its location’s high latitude. This
condition makes the surfaces of solar envelopes inaccessible in terms of
receiving direct sun access, especially when there is close proximity to
surrounding buildings. Thus, north and west-facing façades are identi
fied as potential surfaces for the placement of solar collectors or the
implementation of passive heating strategies.
Ultimately, the resulting values of insolation analysis show that the
entire surface of solar envelopes reaches around 844 kWh/m2 during a
predefined period. For comparison, this amount of energy can be used to
supply an average Netherlands household with electricity for around
2.89 months [107]. Therefore, this result should spur architects to
internalise a good recommendation, enhance environmental awareness,
and make better design decisions in future planning. Nevertheless, the

In principle, insolation analysis performs an integrated environ
mental assessment on the final geometry of solar envelopes that focus on
solar radiation. The objective is not only to identify and calculate the
potential of solar energy that can be permeated by a geometric surface of
solar envelopes but also to illustrate for architects how integrated
environmental analysis can be achieved through this approach.
Accordingly, architects can draw a sustainable impact for future sce
narios regarding buildings and their surroundings.
Furthermore, the simulation of solar radiation employs a trigono
metric principle by calculating cosine values between the surface normal
of each voxel and solar vectors that are originated from climatic prop
erties (Step 1 in Fig. 3) [106]. In this case, only positive cosine values are
considered because of the inability of surfaces to absorb negative
amounts of energy when dealing with incident angles over 90� .
As shown in Fig. 12, all scans illustrate a similar trend regarding the

Fig. 12. The insolation analysis of the final solar envelopes.
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around the point normal be rotated to 180� . Furthermore, the selected
vectors and points were carried forward to the hit-or-miss analysis step
with the final geometry of solar envelopes.

proposed insolation analysis would benefit from further consideration
with regard to the parameters that are involved in the calculation, such
as diffuse and reflected radiation [108], air mass, temperature, and
other environmental factors.

5.4. The geometric configuration of solar envelopes based on glare
simulation

5.3. Glare analysis simulation

This section discusses the result of glare simulation between the
proposed solar envelopes and the existing buildings on the basis of
material properties. Since this simulation adopted a similar mechanism
as the sun visibility criteria, its procedure was therefore limited with
regard to the geometric intersection between the solar envelopes and the
sun vectors reflected from the surroundings. The simulation result pri
marily identified affected geometries within the solar envelopes without
considering the luminance level of reflected lights. Architects can use
this approach to avert proposed building’s microclimate issues by
considering material performance during the conceptual design stage.
As shown in Fig. 14, the geometric configuration of the identified
voxels have a similar pattern for specific ranges of thresholds. For
example, a zero voxel is predominantly identified at the range of 0.8–1.0
except for the transmissivity property, which refers to the range of
0.0–0.2. This value means that the reflected light from the surroundings
fails to intersect with the geometry of the solar envelopes due to a
different incident angle and point density (refers to Fig. 13) within the
performed threshold. In addition, the emissivity had a different pattern
when compared to the others. This is because emissivity refers to the
intensity values within an inverse range. Consequently, it affects the
calculation of other properties. The indicated patterns are listed as
follows:

Before performing a glare analysis between the final geometry of
solar envelopes and the identified material properties of the existing
context, two selection criteria must be set, namely selected points based
on sun visibility and normal vectors based on specular reflection. First,
this criterion employs a similar mechanism as in the second step in Subsection 4.2 (part of computational design process). In this regard, the
threshold values of material properties only consider selected points for
extraction from the sun visibility selection. As a result, the number of
points registered in all material properties decreased significantly due to
incompatibility with the visible sun criteria (Fig. 13). The largest
discrepancy (before and after the sun visibility selection) illustrated a
similar trend among the material properties, especially for albedo,
emissivity, and average reflectance. These properties constituted the
same value range of 0.5–0.6, similarly consisting of more than 17
thousand points, while transmissivity was identified at value ranges of
0.2–0.3 and 0.3–0.4. Regarding the surface distribution of the dataset,
most of the identified values after the sun visibility selection were
located on the building’s roof with a significant decrease in the ground
areas. This suggested that the sun vector of points located on the ground
level predominantly consisted of zero and negative values, meaning that
those points were automatically filtered by the criteria of visible sun.
Second, sun vectors that were acquired from the selected points and
threshold values of material properties were simulated by considering
specular reflection. This was done by assuming that the angle between
the normal vector and the incoming light was equal to the one between
the normal vector and the reflected light. This requires that sun vectors

� Emissivity consists of three zero voxels (in a range of 0.7–1.0) while
others only consist of two zero voxels (albedo and average

Fig. 13. A comparison of material properties before and after the sun visibility selection.
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Fig. 14. The geometric configuration of solar envelopes according to glare simulation analysis.
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reflectance, similarly in a range of 0.8–1.0, with transmissivity in a
range of 0.0–0.2).
� With regard to the distribution of the voxels, all properties contain
four threshold ranges for registered voxels, amounting to less than
ten, except for emissivity which consists of six ranges.
� Emissivity results show significant contrast in terms of the quantity
of identified voxels in comparison with others. This can be observed
in ranges of 0.0–0.1, 0.2–0.3 and 0.6–0.7.
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6. Conclusions and future recommendations
This study has built on a novel method of generating subtractive
solar envelopes that are based on the attribute information found in 3D
point cloud data. The present workflow has confirmed the feasibility of
integrating both geometric and radiometric properties of a point cloud,
especially when supporting the contextual analysis of a proposed
building. In particular, point cloud data acts as a basis for making an
informed design context, therefore allowing environmental perfor
mance to be embedded in the workflow that is associated with the
development of new solar envelopes. This approach ultimately allows
architects to not only compensate for missing information during site
analysis but also identify the context’s microclimate conditions during
the preliminary design stage. In general, this work warrants several re
marks, which are listed as follows:

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.rser.2020.109742.

� With the overarching goal of developing new subtractive solar en
velopes, attribute information in a point cloud enables the expansion
of the functional properties that are available with 3D scanning
technology. This is important in the architectural design stage,
especially when dealing with environmental performance analysis,
since it provides an alternative to focusing exclusively on 3D
reconstruction and data visualisation.
� Dataset correction is necessary not only to obtain a point cloud’s
corrected optimal normal values but also to minimise erroneousness
in datasets during scanning. This will also help architects select
relevant information to comprise the input that is needed to develop
solar envelope simulations.
� Integrating aspects of material properties into the new workflow of
subtractive solar envelopes will help contribute to the expansion of
performance analysis in the relationship between new buildings and
their local contexts. This also supports architects in more appropri
ately configuring any activities that are suitable, especially with re
gard to the solar and material performance of certain voxels and
activities that need direct solar access within a certain period.
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